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AQx Sports
Spring 2013
Tuesday, May 14, 13
What is AQx?
• Training system designed for injury 
recovery
• Resistance of water decreases chance of 
injury and increases strength
• AQx Aquatic Training Shoes provide grip 
and extra water resistance
• AQx Zero-G Suit provides buoyancy and 
improves posture
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Background
• Started doing photography through 
photojournalism
• Moved on to studio and commercial work
• Experience in filmmaking
• Met Garry through Linfield Review
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My role
• Shoot professional-quality still images and 
video for use on the AQx website as well 
as promotional and training materials
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Photography
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Video
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Video
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Triumphs 
• Created a high quality body of work that 
can be utilized by the company
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Challenges
• Personality differences
• Differing ideas on final product
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What I learned
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Through internship
• How to work with different personality 
types
• Working toward client’s vision, not just my 
own
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Strengths Finder
• Supported things I already knew about 
myself
• Achiever, empathy, futuristic, maximizer, 
strategic
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Special Thanks
• Garry Killgore
• Jeff Peterson and Kristi Mackay
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Questions?
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